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Elective Elements
solutions
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Elective Elements seamlessly blends style, craftsmanship and performance 

to support today’s diverse and demanding workplaces. Customizable storage 

options, floating shelves and refined aesthetics can extend the versatility of 

solutions in private and open-plan office environments.

Flexibility + Elegance

IM#: 17-0080037  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (ASH WENGE CABINET, ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE WORKSURFACE, PLATINUM LEGS); GESTURE CHAIR (HEATHER MIDNIGHT); 
LESSTHANFIVE SIDE CHAIR (LIGHT FADE MATTE); TOGETHER BENCH (HEATHER MIDNIGHT); SW_1 TABLE (ABSOLUTE CLEAR FROSTED GLASS, POLISHED ALUMINUM BASE)
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IM#: 17-0080033  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (DESERT OAK CABINET AND WORKSUFACE, MERLE AND ARCTIC WHITE DRAWER FRONTS, MERLE BACK-PAINTED 
GLASS DOOR FRONTS, REMIX IVY GREEN CUSHION TOP); OLOGY HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESK (ARCTIC WHITE); GESTURE (GABRIEL STEP MELANGE)

STORAGE VARIETY
Lockers with digital locks keep personal belongings 
stowed securely in mobile work spaces. An extra deep 
storage wall provides a surface for collaborative work as 
well as a visual barrier for individual privacy. The consistent 
material finish of a wood file surround brings aesthetic 
unity to all furnishings in a workplace, while soft-close 
slides quietly shut drawers with ease. 

IM#: 17-0080035

Endlessly Adaptable

Customization allows for more personalized 

configurations of Elective Elements to support 

workers’ behaviors while providing a consistent visual 

appearance – scalable to spaces large or small. 

Additional storage options establish boundaries 

for personal privacy or deeper team interaction. 

A range of material choices help reflect an 

organization’s culture and brand.

IM#: 17-0080034 IM#: 17-0080036
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IM#: 17-0080472  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (EUROPEAN WALNUT COMPOSITE, DARK BRONZE LEGS AND PULLS, MERCURY BACK-PAINTED GLASS DOORS 
AND MAGNETIC WALL BOARD); CARL HANSEN WISHBONE CHAIR (BEECH)

Today’s leaders require places that allow them to think 
creatively, interact productively and lead effectively. 
Elective Elements solutions help support wellbeing 
through a height-adjustable desk and lend a cleaner, 
more architectural appearance to storage. 

Elevating 
Leader Spaces

IM#: 17-0080467

MAGNETIC BACK-PAINTED TACKZONE
Add rich materiality and color with a vertical surface for 
information display that’s also writeable.

IM#: 17-0080473

HEADSET TO FLOOR
Updated, customized design eliminates plinth base for fewer 
lines and a streamlined aesthetic.

IM#: 16-0077429

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESK
Leaders have the flexibility to shift postures during the 
day through a beautiful solution that promotes wellbeing 
and meets status and image requirements. 

IM#: 16-0077426

LIGHT-SCALE STORAGE
Top-over-side construction creates a clean, custom-built 
look while leaving personal items and professional tools 
visible and accessible.
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